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Beam dynamics study for the SSCBeam dynamics study for the SSC

BeamBeam--Beam Effect Compensation at the LHCBeam Effect Compensation at the LHC



The headThe head--on beamon beam--beam effect is the major beam effect is the major 
source of nonlinearities in highsource of nonlinearities in high--energy energy 
colliders. colliders. 

The headThe head--on beamon beam--beam instability remains the beam instability remains the 
most fundamental luminosity limitation for most fundamental luminosity limitation for 
protonproton--proton colliders. proton colliders. 

The strongly nonlinear beamThe strongly nonlinear beam--beam force excites beam force excites 
highhigh--order betatron resonances, particles order betatron resonances, particles 
diffuse into the tails of the transverse diffuse into the tails of the transverse 
distributions and get lost.distributions and get lost.



Superconducting Super ColliderSuperconducting Super Collider





Dynamic Aperture Studies at the SSC, 1992Dynamic Aperture Studies at the SSC, 1992--19931993

Walter Scandale, Frank ZimmermannWalter Scandale, Frank Zimmermann

Stability of motion in linear systemsStability of motion in linear systems
Hamiltonian motionHamiltonian motion
Liouville TheoremLiouville Theorem
Irrational tunes for X and YIrrational tunes for X and Y

Phase space with nonlinear elementsPhase space with nonlinear elements

KAM (KolmogorovKAM (Kolmogorov--ArnoldArnold--Moser) TheoremMoser) Theorem
PoincarePoincare--Birkhoff TheoremBirkhoff Theorem
Chirikov CriterionChirikov Criterion
Short term and long term dynamic aperturesShort term and long term dynamic apertures
SimulationsSimulations



For the SSC the beamFor the SSC the beam--beam interaction luminosity beam interaction luminosity 
limit was about 3 x 10limit was about 3 x 103434 cmcm--22ss--11, i.e. well above the , i.e. well above the 
design luminosity of 10design luminosity of 103333 cmcm--22ss--11. . 

However, the tune spread generated by headHowever, the tune spread generated by head--on on 
beambeam--beam interactions causes fast decoherence beam interactions causes fast decoherence 
of the betatron oscillations and imposes more of the betatron oscillations and imposes more 
stringent requirements on a feedback system. stringent requirements on a feedback system. 



BeamBeam--Beam tune shift and tune spreadBeam tune shift and tune spread



Here Here NNbb is the number of particles in a bunch of the is the number of particles in a bunch of the ““strong beamstrong beam””, , 

rrpp the classical proton radius, the classical proton radius, γγpp the Lorentz relativistic factor of a the Lorentz relativistic factor of a 
proton, and proton, and σσ the r.m.s. beam size at the lowthe r.m.s. beam size at the low--ββ IPs. IPs. 

rrpp = e= e22/4/4πεπε00mcmc22

For round beam angular kicks are:For round beam angular kicks are:



Schematic diagram of the SSC collider ring used in the Schematic diagram of the SSC collider ring used in the 
simulation. IP1 and IP2 simulation. IP1 and IP2 -- the two lowthe two low--P interaction P interaction 
points, Mpoints, M--location for beam position measurements.location for beam position measurements.





Decoherence of Decoherence of 
particles after a particles after a 
horizontalhorizontal
displacement displacement 
of 500 of 500 µµmm



Growth of the relativeGrowth of the relative--toto--centroid beam emittance after an initial centroid beam emittance after an initial 
beam displacement of 50 beam displacement of 50 µµm.m.



We determined the tune for each particle under the interaction. We determined the tune for each particle under the interaction. This This 
was done by recording the coordinate was done by recording the coordinate ( X ( X or or Y ) Y ) of a particle every turn of a particle every turn 
and applying discrete Fourier transform to the recorded sequenceand applying discrete Fourier transform to the recorded sequence. We . We 
have used 8192 turns and the resolution of the procedure was fouhave used 8192 turns and the resolution of the procedure was found to nd to 
be 0.00003. From this distribution we found that be 0.00003. From this distribution we found that 

the average tune shift the average tune shift ∆ν∆νx x = = 0.00127 0.00127 
and the r.m.s. tune spread and the r.m.s. tune spread δνδνxx = 0.00033.= 0.00033.

From the theory (Stupakov et al., SSCL Preprint 495, August 1993From the theory (Stupakov et al., SSCL Preprint 495, August 1993) ) 
∆ν∆νxx = 0.633= 0.633ξ ξ = = -- 0.001240.00124
∆ν∆νx = 0.17x = 0.17ξξ = 0.00033= 0.00033

where where ξ ξ is the usual tune shift parameteris the usual tune shift parameter
ξξ= = NNbbrrpp/4/4πεπεNN = 0.001954= 0.001954



Distribution of the particles in horizontal tune (only the Distribution of the particles in horizontal tune (only the 
fractional part) under beamfractional part) under beam--beam interaction. The beam interaction. The 
initial beam is not displaced. The fraction part of the initial beam is not displaced. The fraction part of the 
nominal tune is 0.285.nominal tune is 0.285.



Intelligent damperIntelligent damper



We have a problem in hadron colliders:We have a problem in hadron colliders:
BeamBeam--Beam tune spreadBeam tune spread

For the LHC it limits luminosity by 2.5 x 10For the LHC it limits luminosity by 2.5 x 103434 cmcm--22ss--11



1993 1993 -- we were involved in nondestructive we were involved in nondestructive 
emittance monitoringemittance monitoring





““Obvious solutionObvious solution”” of headof head--on problem:on problem:





















Schematics of BeamSchematics of Beam--Beam compensating device (1993)Beam compensating device (1993)



Compensation of the beamCompensation of the beam--beam effect in beam effect in 
highhigh--energy protonenergy proton--proton colliders using a proton colliders using a 
lowlow--energy electron beam was proposed. energy electron beam was proposed. 

It was concluded that such compensation It was concluded that such compensation 
looks feasible. Requirements for such a looks feasible. Requirements for such a 
device were formulated.device were formulated.







LHC parameters from Werner Herr, Trieste, 2005LHC parameters from Werner Herr, Trieste, 2005

Luminosity: 1.0 x 10Luminosity: 1.0 x 103434 cmcm--22ss--11



Long range and headLong range and head--on beamon beam--beam interactionsbeam interactions
(Werner Herr)(Werner Herr)



The trajectory of a 10 keV electron with an impact parameter of The trajectory of a 10 keV electron with an impact parameter of 
160 160 µµm colliding with an LHC  proton bunch, Zm colliding with an LHC  proton bunch, Z-- Y view. The Y view. The 
proton bunch is moving to the right, and the electron is moving proton bunch is moving to the right, and the electron is moving 
to the left. Plus/minus 3to the left. Plus/minus 3σσ of the proton bunch charge of the proton bunch charge 
distribution in Zdistribution in Z--direction is treated by the tracing code. direction is treated by the tracing code. 



The trajectory of a 10 keV electron with an impact parameter of The trajectory of a 10 keV electron with an impact parameter of 160 160 µµm m 
inside a proton bunch when a solenoidal magnetic field of 2 T isinside a proton bunch when a solenoidal magnetic field of 2 T is applied: applied: 
left) Xleft) X-- Y view, right) ZY view, right) Z--R view (R is a distance of an electron from the R view (R is a distance of an electron from the 
center of a proton bunch in Xcenter of a proton bunch in X--Y plane). Y plane). 



Distribution of R with incoming electron angleDistribution of R with incoming electron angle
of 0of 0oo (left) and 1(left) and 1oo (right). (right). 



Distributions of the beam in phase space after Distributions of the beam in phase space after 
a horizontal displacement of 3 sigma.a horizontal displacement of 3 sigma.
Left) after 200 turns, right) after 400 turns. Left) after 200 turns, right) after 400 turns. 



Left) oscillations of the beam centroid after an initial beam Left) oscillations of the beam centroid after an initial beam 
displacement of 1 sigma, right) growth of the relativedisplacement of 1 sigma, right) growth of the relative--toto--centroid centroid 
beam emittance. No compensation. beam emittance. No compensation. 



Horizontal tune distribution of beam particles. Horizontal tune distribution of beam particles. 
No compensation. No compensation. 



R.M.S. of horizontal tune distribution of the beam particles R.M.S. of horizontal tune distribution of the beam particles vsvs the the 
ratio of the electron to proton bunch charges. Displacement of tratio of the electron to proton bunch charges. Displacement of the he 
electron bunch is 0.1 electron bunch is 0.1 σσ. The leftmost point corresponds to the case . The leftmost point corresponds to the case 
without compensation. without compensation. 



RMS of horizontal tune distribution of the beam particles RMS of horizontal tune distribution of the beam particles vsvs the ratio the ratio 
of the electron to proton bunch of the electron to proton bunch σσ (open circles). White circle (open circles). White circle 
presents the best result for a cylindrical electron beam. presents the best result for a cylindrical electron beam. 



Horizontal tune distribution of beam particles. Left) displacemeHorizontal tune distribution of beam particles. Left) displacement of the nt of the 
compensating electron beam of 0.1 compensating electron beam of 0.1 σσ, right) displacement of the , right) displacement of the 
compensating electron beam of 0.5 compensating electron beam of 0.5 σσ. . 



Growth of the relativeGrowth of the relative--toto--centroid beam emittance after an initial centroid beam emittance after an initial 
beam displacement of 1 sigma. Left) cumulative charge of the beam displacement of 1 sigma. Left) cumulative charge of the 
compensating electron beam is 90% of the proton bunch charge, compensating electron beam is 90% of the proton bunch charge, 
right) 50% of the proton bunch charge. right) 50% of the proton bunch charge. 



Decoherence time expressed in number of turns (left) Decoherence time expressed in number of turns (left) 
and R.M.S. of the horizontal tune distribution of the and R.M.S. of the horizontal tune distribution of the 
beam particles (right) beam particles (right) vsvs electron beam displacement.  electron beam displacement.  





Phys. Part. Nuclei 27, 279 (1996)



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Computer simulations were done to study the decoherence of  Computer simulations were done to study the decoherence of  
beam oscillations in the SSC and LHC colliders due to the tune beam oscillations in the SSC and LHC colliders due to the tune 
spread generated by the headspread generated by the head--on beamon beam--beam interactions. beam interactions. 

•• BeamBeam--beam tune spread might be reduced by collisions of the beam tune spread might be reduced by collisions of the 
proton bunch with a space charge of a low energy electron beam. proton bunch with a space charge of a low energy electron beam. 
The low energy electron beam could be kept stable during The low energy electron beam could be kept stable during 
collisions using a solenoidal magnetic field. collisions using a solenoidal magnetic field. 

•• It was shown for the LHC that for reasonable tolerances of tIt was shown for the LHC that for reasonable tolerances of the he 
low energy beam parameters quite good headlow energy beam parameters quite good head--on beamon beam--beam beam 
effect compensation could be obtained and beameffect compensation could be obtained and beam--beam tune beam tune 
spread could be reduced by a factor up to about 100.spread could be reduced by a factor up to about 100.



Werner Herr, Trieste, 2005:Werner Herr, Trieste, 2005:
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